IX.3.3C-SYSTEM-FCARY COMMON BLOCK FCARY

Purpose

Common block FCARY controls the update of the C array [Hyperlink] and the storing carryover by Operations.

Listing

COMMON /FCARY/ IFILLC,NCSTOR,ICDAY(20),ICHOUR(20)

Description of Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Word Position</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| IFILLC   | I*4  | 1         | 1             | Controls update of array C and storing carryover:  
0 = no Operation can modify the C array in any way and no carryover is stored  
1 = array C should be modified to correspond to the last date computed by each Operation |
| NCSTOR   | I*4  | 1         | 2             | Number of carryover dates saved:  
0 = if no carryover stored |
| ICDAY    | I*4  | 20        | 3             | Julian days to store carryover 1/ |
| ICHOUR   | I*4  | 20        | 23            | Hours (internal time) to store carryover 1/ |

Notes:

1/ ICDAY and ICHOUR are in chronological order (i.e.):  
ICDAY(I),ICHOUR(I) < ICDAY(I+1),ICHOUR(I+1)